Background: Although colonoscopy with polypectomy can prevent up to 80% of colorectal cancers, a significant adenoma miss rate still exists, particularly in the right colon. Previous studies addressing right colon retroflexion have revealed discordant evidence regarding the benefit of this maneuver on adenoma detection with concomitant concerns about safety and rates of maneuver success. In this meta-analysis, we sought to determine the effect of right colon retroflexion on improving adenoma detection compared with conventional colonoscopy without retroflexion, as well as determine the rates of retroflexion maneuver success and adverse events.
C olonoscopy is currently considered the gold standard test in screening for colorectal cancer. 1 Detection and removal of precancerous polyps such as adenomas has been shown to reduce mortality from colorectal cancer. 2, 3 In addition, adenoma detection rate (ADR) has been shown to be inversely associated with the risk of interval colorectal cancer and mortality and thus is increasingly targeted as a core quality indicator in colonoscopy. [4] [5] [6] However, colonoscopy remains imperfect and evidence indicates that the overall miss rate for adenomatous polyps approximates 20%. 7 Failure to detect such adenomas is one of the proposed mechanisms in the development of interval colorectal cancers that occur in the screened population. 8 In addition, recent studies have demonstrated that colonoscopy is less effective in preventing right-sided compared with left-sided colon cancer. [9] [10] [11] Possible explanations for this discrepancy include differences in tumor biology and polyp morphology with right-sided lesions having faster growth rates and flatter polyp profiles making them harder to identify endoscopically. 12 As a result, research has focused on advancing colonoscopy technology to improve visualization and adenoma detection with wide-angle colonoscopy, third eye retroscope, full-spectrum endoscopy, and cap-fitted colonoscopy. [13] [14] [15] [16] Retroflexion of the colonoscope is a technique that has been suggested to improve visualization in the right colon, and refers to making a U-turn with the bending section of the colonoscope so that the viewing lens is looking backward. 17 In theory, this technique could allow for improved visibility of the backs of the haustral folds and the inner curvature of the hepatic flexure leading to increased detection of adenomas that were missed during conventional forward view withdrawal.
Over the last decade, multiple studies have examined the utility, maneuver success, and adverse event rates of retroflexion in the right colon. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] However, controversy remains over whether or not right colon retroflexion leads to significantly improved adenoma detection in the context of concerns about procedural safety and retroflexion maneuver success. Therefore, right colon retroflexion has not yet become a standard of care quality indicator for colonoscopy. Previous work evaluating the benefit of right colon retroflexion upon adenoma detection compared with conventional colonoscopy has been discordant showing per-adenoma miss rates as low as 4.7% 18 and as high as 33.3%. 28 Therefore, we conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis to determine the effect of retroflexion in the right colon during colonoscopy on adenoma detection compared with conventional colonoscopy (primary aim) as well as to determine the rate of retroflexion maneuver success and the rate of adverse events (secondary aims).
METHODS
The PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement and guidelines were consulted during the stages of design, analysis, and reporting of this meta-analysis. 30 The search strategy, study inclusion and exclusion criteria, primary and secondary outcomes, and analyses were defined on an a priori basis and are described in this section. Institutional review board approval was not required for this study as per metaanalysis guidelines whereby no individual patient data are analyzed. After elimination of duplicate references, we reviewed the title and abstract of the remaining articles. Articles were removed if they did not meet the prespecified inclusion criteria: human patients above 18 years of age, pertained to colonic retroflexion, and were of a cohort, case-control, or randomized controlled trial (RCT) study design. Exclusion criteria included studies with pediatric patients, studies where histology was unavailable, outcomes of interest not fully assessed, review articles, and preliminary data captured elsewhere. All of the studies were available in English. We then performed a full article review of the remaining studies.
Literature Search

Data Extraction
Data of interest was extracted by 2 independent reviewers (J.C. and D.G.). Any disagreements were evaluated and settled by consensus or a third party (L.B.G.). The primary outcome measure was based on the success of the retroflexion technique in identifying missed adenomas in the right colon. In all included studies, we determined the number of right-sided adenomas detected during standard colonoscopy and the number of "missed" adenomas that were detected in retroflexion following the conventional forward-viewing withdrawal. Two RCT studies compared the number of polyps detected by retroflexion technique versus a second forward view and thus only the retroflexed cohort of these studies were included. 19, 25 All other observational studies, however, only looked at a single forward view which is the conventional standard followed by retroflexion. Therefore, to eliminate this important study design heterogeneity, only data from the single arm of the RCTs that pertained to retroflexion was included in this analysis.
Outcome Measures
The primary outcome measure was defined in 2 ways. First, we wanted to determine a more precise estimate for the right-sided adenoma miss rate. This proportion required knowledge of the total number of adenomas detected in the right colon on standard view and the total number of additional adenomas detected during retroflexion. Thus, we calculated as the primary metameter of per-adenoma miss rate of the right colon as the number of additional adenomas in right colon detected by retroflexed view divided by the total adenomas in right colon detected with conventional plus retroflexed view. This miss rate definition is the standard terminology used in many colonoscopy quality-measure studies. 23 Second, we determined the per-colonoscopy adenoma miss rate of the right colon by determining the number of additional adenomas in right colon detected by retroflexed view divided by the number of total colonoscopies performed in each study.
Our secondary outcomes evaluated the success rate of the retroflexion technique as well as adverse event rates.
Study Quality
The QUADAS-2 and Newcastle-Ottawa Scale are 2 validated measures for assessing the quality of observational studies, however, they were not directly applicable to our intervention given the pre-post comparisons within the studies. Therefore, we modified the scoring system using the framework provided from a previous gastroenterology meta-analysis which also evaluated adenoma detection (Supplemental Fig. 1 , Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/JCG/A283). 31 Out of a possible 8 points, high-quality studies were defined as attaining a score of 7 or higher. Low-quality studies scored <7. If the quality indicator was not well defined, then no points were given for that indicator (Supplemental Table 2 , Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/JCG/ A283).
Statistical Analysis
The primary outcome measure was the right colon peradenoma miss rate that has been validated in previous studies evaluating colonoscopy retroflexion. 23 Each study had a standard error inversely proportional to the square root of the sample size. The second primary outcome measure was the per-colonoscopy adenoma miss rate in the right colon. Pooling of each study's estimate yielded the summary statistics. Heterogeneity was determined using the I 2 statistic. Where significant inter-study heterogeneity existed (P < 0.05 for no heterogeneity), the analysis was performed using the random effects model. A priori sensitivity analysis was performed by stratifying the studies into both high and low quality. In addition, a prespecified metaregression controlling for the total adenoma rate in each study was applied to the per-colonoscopy adenoma miss rate in the right colon. This was done to evaluate whether the prevalence of adenomas (affected by population biology, indication for colonoscopy, and/or ability of an endoscopist to detect adenomas during standard forward withdrawal) was correlated with the rate of adenomas during retroflexion. Publication bias was assessed by visual inspection of a funnel plot. No statistical test of funnel plot asymmetry was used because of the low power to detect a difference between chance and true asymmetry when <10 studies are included in a meta-analysis. 32 Comprehensive Meta-Analysis Version
RESULTS
Search Results
The initial search strategy yielded 85 studies from PubMed and 118 studies from Embase. A review of the other databases revealed only a small number of duplicate entries. Out of 138 nonduplicate articles, 119 were removed because they did not meet the prespecified inclusion criteria. Of the remaining 19 studies, 11 were excluded for the following reasons: contained preliminary data found elsewhere (2), were clinical reviews (3), did not quantify the outcomes of interest (3), or did not contain histologic confirmation of adenomas (3) . At the end of study selection, 8 studies remained that contained information meeting the PICO (population, intervention, comparison, outcome) framework (Fig. 1) . The funnel plot appeared symmetric (Fig. 2 ) without gross acknowledgment of missing studies. As stated in the methods, we did not perform a statistical analysis for asymmetry given that we had <10 studies in the final analysis. Table 1 shows an analysis of our included studies. Most studies were prospective and performed in the United States. Four studies only included subjects undergoing screening or surveillance colonoscopies. 18, 22, 23, 25 The total number of colonoscopies performed in the 8 studies was 3660. Retroflexion was attempted in each procedure and the success rate ranged from 77% to 100%. There was only 1 serious adverse event (perforation) reported out of all procedures. The determination of study quality is shown in Supplemental Figure 3 shows the Forest plot for the right colon peradenoma miss rate. The minimum-maximum adenoma miss rate of the 8 individual studies ranged from 4.7% to 33.3%. The measure of heterogeneity was large; I 2 = 74%, therefore, we modeled these data using random effects. The pooled per-adenoma miss rate from the 8 studies equaled 16.9% [95% confidence interval (CI), 12.5%-22.5%]. Prespecified analysis stratified by quality of studies (high/low) revealed results similar to the primary analysis with a peradenoma miss rate of 17.8%. In addition, quality of study did not fully account for the heterogeneity seen between the studies based on I 2 statistic. Figure 4 shows the Forest plot for the per-colonoscopy adenoma miss rate in the right colon. This value ranged in the studies from 2.8% to 18.0%. Again, the measure of heterogeneity was large, I 2 = 77%, therefore a random effects model was used to get a pooled statistic. The pooled per-colonoscopy adenoma miss rate in the right colon was 6.2% (95% CI, 5.4%-7.1%). Again, stratified sensitivity analysis based on the quality did not change the magnitude of the effect. Pre hoc, we hypothesized that the number of adenomas detected in the forward view in each study would have a direct relationship with the number of adenomas detected in the retroflexed view. Therefore, we performed a meta-regression of our analysis controlling for this variable. The positive slope of the regression showed that an incremental increase in the prevalence of adenomas detected by conventional colonoscopy was associated with an increase in the per-colonoscopy adenoma miss rate as more adenomas are detected in retroflexed view (P = 0.0002) (Fig. 5 ).
Secondary Aims: Retroflexion Success and Safety
Our secondary aim was to determine a more exact point estimate for the success of the right colon retroflexion maneuver as well as adverse event rate. The retroflexion success rate in the 8 studies ranged from 77% to 100%. The random effects pooled retroflexion success rate was 91.9% (95% CI, 86%-95%). There was only 1 serious adverse event of perforation reported out of 3660 retroflexion maneuvers, yielding a retroflexion adverse event rate of 0.03%.
DISCUSSION
In this systematic review and meta-analysis, we found that reexamination of the right colon in retroflexed view detects approximately 17% of right-sided adenomas that would have been missed with conventional colonoscopy and can be successfully performed in 92% of patients with few reported adverse events. This is the first meta-analysis on this important topic and elucidates the value-added of right colon retroflexion in screening and surveillance colonoscopy after evaluation of 3660 patients.
Colonoscopy has been shown to be the diagnostic and therapeutic test-of-choice for the prevention of colon cancer. However, many studies have shown significant adenoma miss rates exist even in the most skilled endoscopists' hands and thus colonoscopy has less success preventing right-sided colon cancers. 10 Although some evidence suggests that the biology of right-sided polyps to cancer sequence may be different than proximal lesions, 12 others believe that there is a higher miss rate of right-sided lesions because of the folds in the cecum and ascending colon that are difficult to see behind without a retroflexed view. 20 While some theorize that right colon retroflexion is merely a surrogate for increased withdrawal time and that it is not the retroflexion maneuver per se which detects more polyps, there is evidence which supports that withdrawal time beyond a minimum accepted threshold of 7 minutes does not in fact improve polyp detection. 33 Although the present meta-analysis implicates a peradenoma miss rate of 17% in the right colon by not performing right colon retroflexion, it cannot definitively claim that reexamination of the right colon in retroflexed view is superior to a second forward-view withdrawal because there were insufficient numbers of studies to evaluate this additional important question. However a single recent RCT of 850 patients showed that a second examination of the right colon in either retroflexed or forward view yielded similarly increased ADRs. 25 Therefore, while it remains uncertain whether the optimal strategy for improving detection of right-sided adenomas is reexamination of the right colon in retroflexed view or a second forward view, the aforementioned evidence strongly indicates that performing at least 1 of these 2 techniques should be strongly considered in future standard of care colonoscopy quality guidelines given the formidable challenge of right-sided colon cancer prevention and significant adenoma miss rates associated with the absence of right colon reexamination. Additional future studies comparing reexamination of the right colon in retroflexed view with second forward view may be needed to better elucidate which of these 2 strategies should be universally recommended.
This study has several strengths. Firstly, the present study is the first meta-analysis addressing this important controversial question with a very extensive search of multiple databases. Furthermore, this meta-analysis analyzes a large number of patients (N = 3660) with precise measures of clinically relevant outcomes with respect to adenoma miss rates, retroflexion success rates and adverse event occurrence. Finally, sensitivity analysis stratifying by study quality was performed and this did not change the magnitude of our primary outcome regarding per-adenoma miss rate.
However, as with any study, limitations are present and include the following. Firstly, the statistical heterogeneity among studies was relatively high which is likely accounted for by the range in adenoma miss rates among the studies. Stratified analyses for study quality did not change these heterogeneity results, however. This may be accounted for by the endoscopist's ADR as well as population prevalence of adenomas. Interestingly, metaregression (Fig. 5) showed that an incremental increase in adenomas detected in conventional colonoscopy was associated with an increase in additional adenomas detected in retroflexed view. This may reflect the fact that patients or populations with higher prevalence of adenomas are more likely to benefit from right colon retroflexion. In addition, this could reflect the fact that endoscopists with higher ADR in general, will concomitantly find more adenomas in the retroflexed view than those endoscopists with lower ADR. Interestingly while the pooled per-adenoma miss rate from the 8 studies was 16.9% (12.5-22.5, P < 0.0005), the range spanned from 4.7% 18 to 33.3% 28 whereby in this latter study over 30% of the ascending colon polyps were detected only by colonoscope withdrawal in retroflexion.
Although generalizability of adenoma detection, retroflexion success, and adverse event rates may be affected by the fact that colonoscopies in many of these studies were performed by highly skilled endoscopists at major academic medical centers, a recent large RCT found that the overall right colon retroflexion success rate was 94% involving 10 endoscopists with varying levels of experience. 25 Furthermore, it is not clear what the learning curve is for the maneuver or how much additional time per procedure this maneuver requires once proficiency is obtained, which aside from retroflexion adverse event rate may be clinically relevant concerns. Notably, not all procedures in this study were done for screening and surveillance, therefore it is possible that the adenomas detected may underestimate the numbers detected in purely a screening or surveillance colonoscopy cohort.
Although there were insufficient data to globally assess the impact of right colon retroflexion on surveillance intervals, 1 large study in this meta-analysis did address this question. 20 Chandran and colleagues found that 2.4% of patients (33/1351) had additional polyps identified on right colon retroflexion that shortened their recommended surveillance interval compared with conventional colonoscopy.
Furthermore, of these, 60.6% (20/33) went from no adenomas identified on conventional colonoscopy to an additional 1 to 2 adenomas identified with reexamination of the right colon in retroflexed view shortening the recommended follow-up colonoscopy to 5 years as opposed to 10 years based on most guidelines. Again, given the critical challenge of interval right-sided colon cancers, these data are compelling and further supports reexamination of the right colon in retroflexed view given the maneuver's favorable safety profile. Finally, there are no current studies that directly address the effect of right colon retroflexion on colon cancer development, however, evidence increasingly indicates that adenoma detection is a valuable surrogate marker to this end. 4, 5, 8 In summary, our systematic review and meta-analysis demonstrates that colonoscopy with right-sided retroflexion significantly increases the detection of adenomas in the ascending colon compared with conventional colonoscopy with a high rate of maneuver success and small risk of adverse events. Thus, while it remains uncertain whether the optimal strategy for improving detection of right-sided adenomas is reexamination of the right colon in retroflexed view or a second forward view, our study indicates that right colon retroflexion is a safe and highly effective technique that improves adenoma detection and should be strongly considered in future standard of care colonoscopy guidelines given the important challenge of right-sided colon cancer prevention.
